ARABIC (CODE:016)
CLASS - IX (2020-21)

Time : 3Hrs
M.Marks: 80

A) Reading Section:
   1. Unseen passage in simple Arabic (About 80 words)

B) Writing Section:
   1. Short Paragraph/Application/Letter in Arabic
   2. Use of words in sentences
   3. Fill in the blanks
   4. Correction of Sentences

C) Grammar and Translation Section:
   a) Grammar:
      (i) Mudaaf & Mudaaffalaihi
      (ii) Conjugation (Sound Verbsonly)
      (iii) Sifat - Mausoof
   b) Translation
      (i) Translation of simple sentences of Arabic into English, Hindior Urdu
      (ii) Translation of simple sentences of English, Hindior Urdu into Arabic

D) Literature:
   Prose and Poetry

   Prescribed lessons from the textbook:
   Prose : Lesson No: 1-4, 6-7, 9-10, 12, 14-17 & 19, 22-25 = (Total 18)
   Poetry: Lesson No: 12, 18 & 26 = (Total 03)

E) Internal Assessment
   i) Hand-writing 5
   ii) Reading (One small passage without diacritical marks) 5
   iii) Arabic Speaking 5
   iv) Oral Applied Grammar 5

Prescribed Textbook:
Minhāj al-Ta‘lim al-Thānawī(Class - IX), CBSE, Shiksha Kendra, 2, Community Centre, PreetVihar, Delhi-110092
ARABIC (CODE:016)
CLASS - X (2020-21)

Time : 3 Hrs
M. Marks: 80

A) Reading Section:
1. Unseen passage of simple Arabic (About 80 words)

B) Writing Section:
1. Short Paragraph/Application/Letter in Arabic
2. Use of word in sentences
3. Fill in the blanks
4. Correction of Sentences

C) Grammar and Translation Section:

a) Grammar:
   (i) F’il, Fa‘il and Maf‘ool Bihi
   (ii) Marfoo’aat
   (iii) Mansoobaat (Mafa‘eel Khamsah, Ism-Innawa Akhawaatuhaa)
   (iv) Pronouns
   (v) Dual
   (vi) Number of words 1-10 with their Ma’dood

b) Translation
   (i) Translation of simple sentences of Arabic into English, Hindi or Urdu
   (ii) Translation of simple sentences of English, Hindi or Urdu into Arabic

D) Literature:
40 Marks
Prose and Poetry

Prescribed lessons from the textbook:
Prose: Lesson No: 1-2, 5, 7, & 9-11, 13, 15-17, 19 (Total - 12)
Poetry: 4, & 18 (Total - 2)

Prescribed Textbook:
Minhāj al-Ta’lim al-Thānawī (Class - X), CBSE, Shiksha Kendra, 2, Community Centre, PreetVihar, Delhi-110092

F) Internal Assessment
20 Marks
i. Hand-writing
ii. Reading (One small passage without diacritical marks)
iii. Arabic Speaking
iv. Oral Applied Grammar